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One bonus to getting older is definitely that it offers us an excellent perspective on lifestyle ..One bonus
of getting older is normally that it gives us an excellent perspective on existence .and that includes a lot of
humor! This assortment of cartoons, quips, rates, and insights introduces a fresh humor genre:
elderhumor. It captures the wry hilarity of our real-life sitcoms. Generational vocabulary gaps,
miscommunications, preoccupation with health and comforts, foibles, disguises (for aging), even physical
limitations -- all can have their funny sides when we're laughing at ourselves.. Jack Armstrong? Laughter
heals.and that includes plenty of humor! This collection of cartoons, quips, quotes, and insights
introduces a new comedy genre: elderhumor. Both, like all of the rest of us, are receiving old.
Generational vocabulary gaps, miscommunications, preoccupation with health insurance and comforts,
foibles, disguises (for aging), even physical restrictions -- all can possess their funny sides when we're
laughing at ourselves. This reserve, a light-hearted gift for anyone who's 50-plus, is normally a
memoryjogger too.) is usually a books editor and a former Minneapolis Superstar Tribune feature article
writer.. Laughter helps. Have a look at your friends' age range by their responses to a "Vanishing Words"
check (illustrations: "spider," "broomstick skirt," "working table," "the shag"). If you're still contacting
the refrigerator an "icebox," it's a giveaway -- you're probably over 60. What's Therefore Funny about
Getting Old? is presented by a comedy team of two. Ed Fischer can be an award-winning cartoonist. Jane
Thomas Noland, author of Laugh It Off (what's therefore funny about attempting to lose weight? Keep in
mind the Katzenjammer Kids? Both have delicious means of looking at lifestyle. It captures the wry
hilarity of our real-existence sitcoms.. Apple Mary? Laughter keeps us in form emotionally and physically.
You'll be convinced, as these authors are, that there surely is only one way to grow older -- with a healthy
sense of humor! Read this reserve and try it.
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Some good jokes, but not outstanding or memorable There are many good jokes about ageing, in this
book––some old, some new.” One of the ways to handle aging is keeping your sense of humor. Just a little
light entertainment for us over 60s Good to look in the bright aspect of aging! Easier to laugh than cry I
purchased this book to understand views approximately aging, because I’d rather laugh than cry about it.
For all people seniors who were fortunate to live this long this book could keep you laughing, or at least
smiling. Since I am right now in the category of being an old man I am always searching for something to
laugh about. Aging is not much fun, but tapping into one's sense of humor helps. I personally hate
growing old, but since it is better than the choice, I realize it really is something I will have to adapt to
until they uncover the true “fountain of youth.I found this little 127 page volume (What’s thus funny
about getting old? by Ed. Three Stars Much less funny (to me) as I anticipated. This book includes a
combination of rates, quips, cartoons and various other humorous insights into growing old. If you can
keep laughing it makes growing old not only bearable but also lots of fun. Laughing may also relieve
stress and keep you looking at the shiny side.Until they discover the true fountain of you this humorous
reserve will keep you smiling and laughing. Truncale (Author: Haiku Moments: How exactly to read,
write and revel in haiku).Ranking: 4 Stars. Joseph J. Any person who is to their 60s (they claim 50-plus,
which in my opinion is still very youthful) and above will find something to laugh about in this reserve.
Great laughs in this book Great laughs in this book. Used this for a fun party with friends my age and
laughed until we cried. It wasn't that funny. It didn't humor me or make me experience I couldn't wait
around to pick it up again. I'd not buy this again. Made my mom laugh out loud! Bought for my elderly
mom ~ she got a real kick out of the book! Excess amount for 1/2 hr. Fischer and Jane Thomas Noland)
for a bargain price on Amazon. But I like most of it. This book is worth the price, but does not rise to the
level of humor that's highly memorable. MANY THANKS Two Stars It's cute but finished in about 1/2 hr.
Four Stars GIFT FUNNIER THAN SH**T! An extremely American little reserve, but still still appealing to
the rest of us. I'm glad I purchased it on her behalf ~ love to put a smile on her behalf face! Five Stars
Brings humor about existence after retirement. mY OLDER BROTHER, THAT I SENT It all TOO, SAID IT
IS FUNNIER THAN SH**T!
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